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Abstract

Existing methods for optimizing wind array layouts typically use power or cost objec-

tives and rarely consider reliability-based objectives. Component and system failure

rates, however, are dependent on location-specific wind conditions, are influenced

by array layout and wake interactions, and have a direct and significant impact on

capital costs, operational costs, and power production. Although wind power plant

models exist that calculate wind loads with sufficient resolution to capture compo-

nent loading dynamics from wind conditions, they are computationally expensive and

thus not suitable for research applications requiring many evaluations, particularly

optimization. This study describes the development of computationally efficient,

reliability-based layout optimization methods, enabling us to explore the relationship

between component reliability and layout optimization. These methods include the

surrogate modeling of the planet bearing life based on varying wind conditions simu-

lated in FAST.Farm and the formulation of reliability-based objectives based on fail-

ure cost and power production models. Through demonstration of this method, we

explore how wind conditions, objective functions, and capacity density influence

reliability-based layout optimization. Results indicate that considering reliability

alongside power production can reduce failure costs associated with replacement

costs and downtime whilemaintaining or improving power production. Our conclu-

sions highlight the opportunity for wind power plant developers to integrate reliabil-

ity and operational expenditures alongside performance and capital expenditure

objectives in plant design and development to improve plant performance and costs.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Since the first industrial installation of offshore wind turbines in 1991, the cumulative installed capacity of global offshore wind energy has

reached more than 29.1 GW.1 Aimed to increase overall energy yield and to stimulate investment interest, turbine size continues to increase,

turbine technologies continue to emerge, and sites continue to be installed in deeper waters farther offshore.2 These changes to turbine

technology and site location, however, also impact operation-and-maintenance (O&M) logistics and costs through, for instance, decreased site

accessibility as a result of weather or decreased maintainability as a result of specialized vessel requirements for large part replacements.
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Currently, O&M comprises 30%–35% of the overall lifetime costs of offshore wind power plants, and it is estimated to be 129 USD2019/

kW-yr.3 Component failure rates as well as maintenance duration, vessel availability, and operational weather limits have the greatest effect on

O&M costs. Because of the increasingly large impact of O&M costs, operators are shifting from corrective to preventive and predictive mainte-

nance O&M strategies.4 The economic impacts of implementing preventative and predictive maintenance strategies are substantial, with several

studies citing that corrective maintenance costs are approximately four times the cost of preventive activities.5 To fully realize the benefits of this

maintenance strategy, however, developers, owners, and operators must be able to identify critical components and their failure modes, design

wind energy systems to reduce failure, and monitor remaining operational life. Doing so is challenging because component and system failures

depend on variable and uncertain wind and wave conditions, leading to significant uncertainty in operational costs, downtime, and predicted

power production. Reducing failure through system design and optimization could have a profound impact on offshore wind power plant costs.

Predicting failure and associated consequences is complicated by the difficulty of modeling reliability in a complex, dynamic, and uncertain

wind array system. Previous work shows that wake interactions cause nonuniform failure rates and performance variations.6 Accurately modeling

wake interactions and their impact on turbine components under unsteady wind conditions is computationally demanding for a single simulation,

and it is intractable for direct use in design optimization studies that require hundreds or thousands of simulations; thus, accounting for wake

interactions and other system effects in mechanical component design has yet to be fully explored. There is an opportunity to (1) develop a com-

putationally inexpensive means of estimating turbine-specific component reliability with varying wind conditions and to (2) account for compo-

nent reliability impacts on array O&M costs and power production in system design and optimization.

This study details the development of reliability-based layout optimization (RBLO), which directly relates wake interactions in offshore wind

turbine arrays to reliability and performance objectives. Given the multitude of loads, components, and failure modes to consider in an offshore

wind power plant, this study focuses on a single component and failure mode (gearbox planet bearing fatigue failure) to exemplify the use of

RBLO. This approach provides novel insight into the trade-offs between component reliability and system power production and how to leverage

this understanding to improve array layouts. Another distinction in our approach from previous work is that instead of considering reliability as an

optimization constraint, the gearbox failure costs are minimized directly through the optimization objective function.

The remainder of this study details the development, implementation, and results of the RBLO framework. Section 2 describes previous work

that informed the presented approaches, and Section 3details the development and implementation of the RBLO framework. Section 4 presents

and discusses results for optimized array layouts. Finally, Section 5 outlines opportunities for the future enhancement and implementation of this

framework, and Section 6 highlights the main findings of this work.

2 | STATE OF THE ART

The RBLO framework relies on the integration of multiple bodies of previous work. Section 2.1 discusses the literature incorporating array wake

simulation, surrogate modeling, and layout optimization of wind turbines. Section 2.2 describes relevant models of gearbox and planet bearing

dynamics and reliability.

2.1 | Wind plant layout optimization, load simulation, and surrogate modeling

Wind turbines in a wind power plant impact each other's power performance through their wakes, reducing the overall power production of the

plant. Layout optimization is one strategy to mitigate wake-induced performance reduction. Traditionally, wind power plant layout optimization

has focused on maximizing annual energy production (AEP) based on simple wake models.7 Over time, however, wind power plant layout optimi-

zation methods have grown increasingly complex, accounting for levelized-cost-of-energy (LCOE) objectives, control strategies such as wake

steering,8,9 or diverse turbine types included in the same plant.10 Particularly for LCOE objectives, researchers continue to consider an increasing

number of system elements and their complex interactions;11 however, this increasing complexity in LCOE formulation often focuses on capital

expenditures or infrastructure costs. Although LCOE can include the life-cycle costs of the plant, operational expenditures (OPEX) are often

neglected or oversimplified, resulting in OPEX not changing as an effect of design iteration. Similar to AEP, however, OPEX should change in

response to design changes. Wake interactions contribute to component loading, degradation, and failure, which drives OPEX. A few studies have

accounted for the dual effect that array layout and wake interactions have on component loads and power performance. In the original version of

TOPFARM, an advanced cost model accounted for structural element degradation contributing to power performance efficiency and maintenance

costs.12 A more recent approach integrated generic fatigue loading on structural elements as a design constraint in TOPFARM.13 Another

approach considered fatigue loads on blades and AEP in a multiobjective optimization function.10

Additionally, previous approaches to layout optimization commonly treat each turbine's coordinates as individual optimization variables. For

large arrays, the computational expense and speed of such layout optimizations with well-resolved wake behavior and realistic wind conditions

can be limiting. This is because of the large number of design variables (x- and y-coordinates for each turbine), inflow wind conditions
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(direction, speed, turbulence intensity [TI], atmospheric stability, etc.), and local optima, as well as the computational burden to accurately resolve

unsteady wakes. Several strategies have been employed to reduce the computational expense of the layout optimization problem. One strategy is

to rely on steady, analytical wake models8,14,15 or direct surrogates of higher fidelity simulations.16 These semiempirical methods require tuning,

but they are well suited to layout optimization over a large number of inflow conditions or with integrated plant control (via wake steering). The

analytical wake models also enable gradient-based optimization methods, which further reduce convergence time.17,18 Another strategy is to

reduce the design space of the optimization problem. Although this strategy often converges to locally optimal solutions, the difference between

the global- and near-optimal solutions might not be significant enough to counter the computational savings. Examples of this strategy include

the predefinition of candidate locations or cells for turbine placement,19-25 parameter optimization that defines a gridded layout,26-28 or a mix of

assigning gridded locations for some turbines and allowing the free placement of others.28-32

When considering turbine loads and component reliability in conjunction with layout optimization, the computational expense increases sig-

nificantly from the iterative evaluations of expensive aeroelastic and component dynamic simulations. Further, because component reliability esti-

mates are sensitive to unsteady wind dynamics, steady-state analytical wake models cannot be used to simplify the problem; therefore, surrogate

models—or metamodels that are constructed from a set of aeroelastic simulation data to sufficiently approximate unsteady wake dynamics and

loads while being computationally less expensive to evaluate—would enable RBLO applications by significantly improving convergence time

and rates. Surrogate modeling to optimize component design for reliability in wind turbine structural components has been widely used as a way

to meet design standards and to ensure turbine reliability over a complete set of design load constraints while decreasing the computational

expense for designers. Recent studies developed surrogates for blade loads,33-37 support structure loads,35,38-42 and main shaft torsion.43 Quanti-

fying the uncertainty of those surrogates is also presented.44 Previous work to include the influence of wake interactions on fatigue loading in lay-

out optimization has been limited. Sørenson et al. minimized wind turbine separation distance for Vindeby Offshore Wind Farm to meet blade

failure constraints.45 Réthoré et al. optimized separation distance in a one-dimensional array at Middlegrunden for power production, electric grid

cost, degradation, and O&M costs while considering tower base overturning bending moment as the failure mode.46 Although they focused on

marine hydrokinetic turbines, Gonzalez-Gorbena et al. estimated the loads and performance of in-stream turbines, comparing polynomial and

radial-basis function surrogate models built from computational fluid dynamic simulations. Kamaludeen et al.47 used actuator-disk modeling to

build a surrogate model using manifold mapping, assuming uniform loading across the disc to estimate the rotor load. Layout optimization based

on structural component damage equivalent loading constraints were integrated by Riva et al. into the MDAO-based TOPFARM.13 The integra-

tion of blade loads into layout optimization was explored by Stanley et al. using CCBlade;48 they found that AEP is similar when optimizing a

10-turbine array with and without total damage constraints.

This study leverages surrogate modeling to enable layout optimization of wind power plants based on both reliability and power objectives.

Surrogates are derived from an ensemble of precomputed or offlinesimulations. Simulations are completed in FAST.Farm, which computes

turbine-specific loads (using OpenFAST) in a plant using an improved unsteady dynamic wake meandering model to account for wake evolution.49

2.2 | Drivetrain modeling

A wind turbine gearbox converts the relatively low rotation rate of the blades (5–15 rotations per minute [rpm]) to the high speeds necessary to

efficiently generate electricity using an induction generator (1,000–1,800 rpm). The number of high-speed, moving parts operating under oscillat-

ing loads and braking make gearboxes susceptible to wear and failure.50,51 Historically, planet bearings fail prematurely and require full gearbox

replacement, a costly operation resulting in large windows of downtime, especially when turbines are located offshore. Research efforts have

explored the root cause of these premature failures, finding that gearbox loading is directly related to wind conditions such as speed, turbulence,

and shear. These conditions are dependent on the wake interactions, which can be modified by array layout.

Exemplifying the risks of gearbox failure, two studies analyzing failure data from 350 2–4-MW offshore wind turbines found that gearbox

failures were consistently in the top four subsystems to fail (15% of total incidents), had the highest number of major replacements, and usually

had the longest downtime (29–60 days).4,52-54 Of the 289 gearbox failure events documented, 70% were caused by bearing failure, with 13% spe-

cifically caused by planet bearings.53,55 Beyond their frequent failure rates, gearbox failure can lead to costly replacement and downtime. Santos

et al.56 estimated that gearbox replacement would cost €863,000 for a 5-MW turbine located approximately 45 km from shore, and Yang

et al.57 estimated the cost to be $736,000 USD2019. For areas with less-developed supply chains, or for projects farther from shore, this cost

could vary significantly.52,58 Further, McMillan et al. estimated the downtime for gearbox failure to be 29–60 days (dependent on spare part

availability).4,54

Gearbox loads causing premature failure are driven by the torque and non-torque loads applied to the main shaft. Dynamic or uneven loading

on the rotor can be caused by turbulence, shear, gusts, sudden direction changes, or partial waking of the turbine. This dynamic loading transfers

down the shaft, resulting in unevenly loaded bearings and misaligned gear teeth.59-61 This results in uneven wear on the teeth, which in turn will

facilitate further misalignment and wear in a positive-feedback loop.62 Eggers et al. experimentally showed that out-of-plane blade root moments

create rotor pitching and yawing moments that transfer to the drivetrain. Further, these moments are sensitive to wind shear and turbulence.60
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Robertson et al. reached similar conclusions by identifying key wind parameters that contribute to shaft loads using an OpenFAST model of the

National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 5-MW turbine.63 Van Dijk et al.9 extended the findings of Eggers et al., concluding that partial

wake overlap would similarly increase horizontal shear and rotor fatigue loads, which would transfer to the drivetrain.

To capture gearbox failures, it is necessary to model the complex load dynamics. There are three categories of approaches for this:

(1) torsional rigid multibody models; (2) three-, four-, or six-degree-of-freedom (DOF) rigid multibody models; and (3) flexible multibody models.64

A torsional rigid multibody model does not consider the lateral movement in the gearbox components, which is not sufficient for the purposes of

the present study. Flexible multibody models account for elasticity in the gear shaft, gearbox housing, and planet carrier or ring gear, making them

the most accurate in capturing dynamics but also the most computationally expensive;65,66 therefore, we focus on the three-, four- or six-DOF

rigid multibody models that include motions in each plane while maintaining computational efficiency.

These gearbox models have been in development for many decades, and they have grown in complexity as they consider an increasing num-

ber of parameters and physical processes over time. It is beyond the scope of this report to adequately trace the evolution of these models in the

literature over time. We rely on the work of Guo et al. that included pitching moment, gravity, bearing clearance, and input torque effects on

planet bearing load sharing in a three-point suspension wind turbine gearbox model.67,68

3 | METHODS

This section details the models and methods used to develop and implement the RBLO framework. The schematic for this work is shown in

Figure 1, and the organization of this section follows accordingly. Section 3.1 discusses the methods used to calculate bearing reliability (L10) and

power production for each turbine (highlighted in green in Figure 1). The FAST.Farm simulation methods are briefly described, focusing on the

outputs of FAST.Farm used in the drivetrain model. The process for calculating the planet bearing reliability from the planet bearing forces is then

detailed, followed by the process for calculating the turbine power production. Section 3.2 provides details on how the array failure costs and

power performance were calculated (highlighted in red in Figure 1). Section 3.3 describes the surrogate modeling methods, including accounting

for wind direction in the layout optimization. Finally, Section 3.4 discusses how these methods are combined for the layout optimization formula-

tion (highlighted in blue in Figure 1).

This study uses the NREL 5-MW reference wind turbine and gearbox. These turbine and gearbox models were chosen based on the

current status of drivetrain technology and wind turbine size as well as the availability of gearbox models. Although offshore wind turbines

are increasing in size and capacity, turbine technology platforms with gearboxes ranging from 5–7 MW currently remain the dominant

installed technology.2 Additionally, this turbine size has available reference models with structural and mechanical component details

F IGURE 1 The RBLO framework. Components of the surrogate model are indicated by the dashed line, with models in cyan blocks.
Additional models not in the surrogate model are in red. Model inputs and outputs are indicated via arrows. The overarching optimization scheme
(using the SLSQP algorithm) is highlighted in blue [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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sufficient to calculate planet bearing loads, whereas the next generation of reference turbines has yet to be fully described in the detail

required for this work. Full details of the OpenFAST turbine model are in Jonkman et al.,69 and the gearbox model is fully described in

Section 3.1.1 and by Nejad et al.70

3.1 | Bearing reliability and power production

In this study, FAST.Farm is used to simulate wake array effects and predict instantaneous driveshaft loads and power production for each wind

condition. In this study, we used 36 wind conditions across three hub-height inflow velocities (8 m/s [below rated wind speed], 12 m/s [at rated

wind speed], and 18 m/s [above rated wind speed]), four TIs (5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%), and three shear exponent values (0.1, 0.2, 0.3) (see

Table 1). Wind direction is incorporated as well; it is detailed in Section 3.3.3. The resulting instantaneous driveshaft loads and power produced

are used to calculate planet bearing reliability and lifetime power production. FAST.Farm is a mid-fidelity multiphysics engineering tool that was

built on the OpenFAST platform to solve the aero-hydro-servo-elastic dynamics of each turbine in an array, with a dynamic wake meandering

model to capture unsteady wake effects on the array. In this work, we also use the default NREL 5-MW controller with variable speed and pitch.

The wake superposition model in FAST.Farm is the root-sum-squared (RSS) method in the axial wind direction and vector sum in the traverse

wind components.71 A gearbox dynamics model translates the forces and moments on the driveshaft to the planet bearings. A roller bearing reli-

ability model integrates the forces into a life estimate, L10, a standard metric used by bearing manufacturers, further detailed in Section 3.1.1.

Finally, power produced during the FAST.Farm simulations is extended to calculate power produced during the lifetime of the turbine.

3.1.1 | Drivetrain model

The NREL 5-MW turbine drivetrain used in this study features a three-point suspension, where the main shaft is supported between a single main

bearing and the gearbox, with the gearbox mounted to the bed frame by two torque arms. The gearbox includes a helical planetary stage with

three equally spaced planets and two parallel stages. The gearbox itself uses planet gears to provide high-power density by splitting the input tor-

que into multiple, parallel sun-planet and ring-planet load paths.68 Full drivetrain details are described by Nejad et al.70 It is important to note a

model inconsistency between the four-point gearbox design72 and the three-point analytical model.68 This has the effect of increasing the load

experienced per bearing and therefore decreasing the L10. Additional discussion about solutions to this model limitation is discussed in Section 5.

We consider the gearbox as a series system, so the first stage of planet bearings, which experience greater loading, is assumed to be the limit-

ing stage for reliability.73 We use an analytical, experimentally validated, reduced-DOF model to predict the planet bearing loads from the low-

speed shaft torque and bending moments output by FAST.Farm. The assumptions, full derivation, and detailed discussion of the drivetrain model

can be found in Guo et al.68 The model notation uses the force diagrams along the shaft shown in Figure 2a and between the carrier and planets

shown in Figure 2b,c. The final force balance equations implemented in this work are as follows:

Mx ¼
X3
i¼1

fθ,idc, ð1Þ

My ¼1
2
mshgLsh cosðρÞþmcgLc cosðρÞ

�Lp
X3
i¼1

fθ,i cosðΩctþβiþeiÞ�
X3
i¼1

mpg sinðΩctþβiþeiÞ½ �2cosðρÞ
" #

,
ð2Þ

Mz ¼�Lp
X3
i¼1

fθ,isinðΩctþβiþeiÞþ
X3
i¼1

mpg sinðΩctþβiþeiÞcosðΩctþβiþeiÞcosðρÞ
" #

, ð3Þ

fr,i ¼
X3
i¼1

�mpg sinðΩctþβiþeiÞcosðρÞ: ð4Þ

TABLE 1 Characteristics of 36 discrete simulated inflow conditions

Parameter Value

Hub-height inflow velocity (m/s) 8 (below rated), 12 (at rated), 18 (above rated)

Turbulence intensities (%) 5, 10, 15, 20

Shear exponent values 0.1, 0.2, 0.3
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Torque (Mx) and non-torque loads (My and Mz) are provided by FAST.Farm at each time step, t, and other gearbox parameter values

used in this study are provided in Table 2. The tangential forces (fθ, i) applied to the planet bearings in this study can be estimated by

numerically solving Equations (1)–(3). We then use the radial (fr, i) and tangential forces to calculate the resultant force on the planet bear-

ings at each time step:

Fi,t ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2θ,i,tþ f2r,i,t

q
: ð5Þ

In this study, we assume equal load sharing between the planets, so the forces experienced by each planet are equivalent; therefore, the indi-

vidual planet subscript, i, is dropped for the remainder of the paper. The rotational velocity for the planets at time t, nt, is calculated from the main

shaft rotation rate:

nt ¼ωt 1�Nr

Np

� �
, ð6Þ

where ωt is the shaft speed in rpm, Nr is the number of ring gear teeth, and Np is the number of planet gear teeth.

F IGURE 2 Force diagrams of (A) main shaft to carrier, (B) carrier and planets, and (C) the planet gear as shown in68
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3.1.2 | Reliability calculation

Once the planet bearing forces and speeds are calculated at each time step in the simulation, they must be integrated to estimate the bearing life.

For this task, both academics and manufacturers commonly use the L10 metric, which is the number of estimated hours or rotations until 10% of

bearings fail (or a 10% probability of failure for a given bearing).74 Zaretsky et al. provided a thorough review of historical and current L10 estima-

tion methods.75 Basic L10 bearing life considers only constant load and speed:74

L10 ¼ C
F

� �e

, ð7Þ

where C is the basic dynamic load rating (the load at which 10% of the bearings fail after a defined number of inner-race revolutions, typically

1 million); F is the equivalent bearing load; and e is the exponent of the bearing life equation, which is commonly taken as 10/3 for roller bear-

ings.75 Manufacturers commonly incorporate further parameters into the life definition to incorporate a variety of influencing factors, including

lubrication, degree of contamination, proper mounting, and other environmental conditions or failure modes that are not considered in this

study.76

In our work, we explicitly capture the bearing speed, the dynamic load rating calibration, and the specific unit conversions at each time step

as follows:

L10,t ¼ 106

60nt

 !
C
Ft

� �e

, ð8Þ

where the first term is the hours until 1 million revolutions are reached when nt is expressed in rpm. The dynamic load rating, C, is equal to

4,730 kN in this study.70,77

For variable speed and loading, a linear damage assumption is used to combine L10, t at each loading condition and time step, as originally

suggested by Palmgren and Langer.75 The resulting bearing life estimate is assumed to represent the total gearbox lifetime for turbine, j, under

wind condition k, L10; j, k:

L10; j,k ¼ Δt
Tsim

XNt

t¼0

1
L10,t

" #�1

, ð9Þ

where Δt is the OpenFAST time step, 0.0625s; and Tsim is the total simulation time, excluding initial transients.

TABLE 2 NREL 5-MW reference wind turbine planet bearing specifications

Parameter Notation Value

Mass of carrier (kg) mc 5,800

Center distance (m) dc 0.863

Pressure angle (�) α 20

Mass of shaft (kg) msh 18,000

Mass of planet bearing (kg) mp 1,500

Number of planet bearings i [1, 2, 3]

Bedplate tilting angle for each planet (�) ρ [0.0, 0.0, 0.0]

Mounting angle (�) βi 18E3

planet bearing clearance and tangential pin position error ei 0

Distance from hub to carrier center (m) Lc 4.25

Length of shaft (m) Ls 3.22

Distance between main shaft and planet bearing system center (m) Lp 5

Number of teeth in ring gear Nr 56

Number of teeth in planet gear Np 17

Bearing capacity (N) C 4,730,000

Bearing exponent p 10/3
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3.1.3 | Power calculation

The power produced by the turbine is a direct output of the FAST.Farm simulation at each time step. We integrate and scale it for the per-hour

power production rate, in kWh�1, of turbine, j, under wind condition, k:

Pj,k ¼3600
Tsim

XNt

t¼0

Pt: ð10Þ

This per-hour power production rate is used so that the power production data used to construct the surrogate model can be easily scaled to

the total power produced during the variable life of the planet bearing. We use lifetime total power produced, rather than a more common metric

such as AEP, to maintain consistency with the lifetime failures metric we use. We use lifetime failures, rather than annual failures, because the

number of planet bearing failures in a single turbine during a year is minimal enough to affect the performance of a gradient-based optimization

algorithm.

3.2 | Array performance

The power production and planet bearing life calculations for a single turbine and a single wind condition are aggregated across all turbines and all

wind conditions—wind direction, wind speed, TI, and shear—to determine the full array metrics. This is done by first integrating over all wind con-

ditions to arrive at per-turbine values:

L10; j ¼
XNk

k¼0

ϕk

L10; j,k

" #�1

, ð11Þ

Pj ¼
XNk

k¼0

ϕkPj,k , ð12Þ

where ϕk is the frequency of a given wind condition, k.

The number of gearbox replacements is calculated for each turbine throughout its lifetime, Tlife. In this study, we assume that when one tur-

bine bearing reaches its L10; j life, it requires a full gearbox replacement. The number of gearbox replacements is scaled by the replacement cost

and then aggregated across all the turbines to arrive at a total cost of failure for the array:

Cfailure ¼Creplacement

XNj

j¼0

Rj; Rj ¼ floor
Tlife

L10; j

� �
, ð13Þ

where Nj is the number of turbines, Creplacement is the cost of a single gearbox replacement, Cfailure is the total lifetime cost to the array owner (with-

out discounting), and Rj is the number of replacement events. We take Creplacement ¼734,000 USD2020,57,78 although this depends on a number

of factors that are not explored here. The turbine lifetime is assumed to be 20years, so Tlife ¼175,200h. This approach assumes that fatigue fail-

ure prompts gearbox replacement and that each replacement is a separate O&M effort.

When power is considered independent of failure costs, the per-hour power production rate for every turbine is summed to give the total

power yield.

Ptotal ¼
XNj

j¼0

PjTlife: ð14Þ

When power is considered in conjunction with failure costs as part of a multiobjective function, however, then the lost power production dur-

ing the turbine downtime for gearbox replacement is accounted for by reducing the number of lifetime operational hours,

P̂total ¼
XNj

j¼0

Pj Tlife�TdownRj

� �
, ð15Þ

where Tdown is the average downtime for offshore wind turbine gearbox replacement, and it is assumed to be 231h.52 Since the downtime is

determined by the number of gearbox replacements, and those replacements are driven by the bearing life from the wind speed-dependent
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bearing loads, downtime is dependent on wind speed and power production. The time to replace a gearbox is assumed constant, whereas in real-

ity, it will depend on local wind conditions and service logistics. Future work could include integrating a stochastic, weather-based O&M costs

and logistics model that considers other factors that affect lost power production, as discussed further in Section 5.

The cost of failure (Equation 13) and total power produced (Equation 15) are the two array performance metrics used as inputs for the objec-

tive functions; these are further detailed in Equation (21).

3.3 | Surrogate modeling

The methodology described here would be sufficient to conduct layout optimization for maximizing power and/or minimizing failure cost; how-

ever, using FAST.Farm within an optimization loop would be computationally intractable. Instead, we build a surrogate model based on FAST.Farm

outputs and the previously described calculations to approximate power production and failure cost to account for wake impacts.

3.3.1 | “Offline” ensemble library

In this study, we use an ensemble library approach for the surrogate model. Although there are more advanced approaches to surrogate modeling,

we use this approach in this paper to focus on assembling the complete RBLO workflow. Future work will focus on comparing various surrogate

modeling approaches. The first simplifying assumption we make is that a waked turbine is influenced only by a single upstream turbine. We

acknowledge that this simplification ignores potential interactions among multiple wakes on downwind turbines, and we discuss the implications

of this assumption and potential solutions for future work in Section 5. Nevertheless, this assumption enables a precomputed ensemble library of

FAST.Farm simulations with two turbines at varying downwind (x0) and crosswind (y0) distances and varying wind conditions to serve as the basis

of the surrogate model.

To create the ensemble library, the x0, y0-space was sampled uniformly from 3 to 15 D in the x0-direction at 0.5-D increments (D being the

rotor diameter, equal to 126 m) and from -3 to +3D with 0.25-D increments in the y0-direction, for a total of 625 grid points, as shown in

Figure 3. A 10-min FAST.Farm simulation (not including initial transients), repeated with six turbulent seeds, was run for every grid point with

Turbine 1 (T1) at ðx0 ¼0,y0 ¼0Þ and Turbine 2 (T2) at the chosen (x0 , y0) grid point.

3.3.2 | Surface interpolation

The ensemble library was processed to build two, two-dimensional interpolants of T2 performance at each of the 36 wind conditions, one for L10;

j, k and one for Pj, k. Simulation results included the quantities required to compute L10; j, k and Pj, k: generated power, rotor speed, rotor torque, and

main shaft bending moment in the y- and z-axes. L10; j, k and Pj, k were computed at each simulated turbine location after concatenating the time

histories from the six seeds. A two-dimensional interpolant that is C1-continuous, meaning it has continuous derivatives, was constructed using

the bivariate spline methods readily available in the SciPy package. We ensured C1-continuity so that gradient-based optimization methods could

also be used. This gave the interpolated approximations of

~L10;T2,k x0 ,y0ð Þ ¼ IL10;k x0 ,y0ð Þ x0 ≤ 15D, jy0j≤3D
L10;T1,k else

,

�
ð16Þ

~PT2,k x0,y0ð Þ ¼ IP;k x0,y0ð Þ x0 ≤15D, jy0j≤3D
PT1,k else,

�
ð17Þ

where I is the interpolant. If a simulated turbine location exceeded the grid bounds shown in Figure 3, we assigned a default T1 value, implying

that T2 is outside waked conditions. For each wind condition, there is a single T1 value for power production and failure cost, so no interpolant

for T1 was required. Example interpolation surfaces for T2 performance are shown in Figure 4.

3.3.3 | Array calculations for wind direction

Because the interpolation surfaces are derived from two-turbine simulations, we employ pairwise analysis to calculate the reliability and the

power for each turbine in an array. This is done by first rotating the nominal array coordinates into a downwind–crosswind coordinate frame
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F IGURE 3 Gridded sampling locations for Turbine 2 (T2) downwind (x
0
) and crosswind (y

0
) distances relative to Turbine 1 (T1) [Colour figure

can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 4 Surrogate models for (A) L10 and (B) power production based on results simulated with a wind speed of 12 m/s, TI of 10%, shear
exponent of 0.1, and southerly wind direction (coming from 180� and moving toward 0�) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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(x0 , y0). Nominal coordinates are in reference to a southerly wind direction. Next, downwind turbines are identified and indexed ( j), and their down-

wind and crosswind distances are measured in reference to an upwind turbine. Finally, the values of Pj and L10; j for inflow condition, k, are deter-

mined using the (x0 , y0) coordinates. If T2 is downwind of multiple turbines, the minimum Pj and L10; j values are used:

~L10; j,k ¼min ~L10;T2,k x0j �x00,y
0
j �y00

� 	
,…,~L10;T2,k x0j �x0j�1,y

0
j �y0j�1

� 	n o
, ð18Þ

~Pj,k ¼min ~PT2,k x0j �x00,y
0
j �y00

� 	
,…, ~PT2,k x0j �x0j�1,y

0
j �y0j�1

� 	n o
: ð19Þ

For each turbine, the Pj and L10; j values are multiplied by the frequency of that wind condition and summed over all wind conditions.

Resulting Pj and L10; j values are then used to calculate the array lifetime failure costs and the power produced in the objective functions.

3.4 | Optimization methods

Three objective functions were explored when conducting the layout optimization studies: the traditional power objective (Equation 14), the total

array cost of failure (Equation 13), and a ratio of the two to create a cost-of-energy (COE)-like metric (Equation 20):

COE¼Cfailure

P̂total
: ð20Þ

This COE-like metric considers limited OPEX and represents only a fraction of the costs that contribute to the lifetime COE of a wind plant.

This metric was purposefully limited with the intent to present the multiobjective approach and results in the most clear way possible. In future

applications, this metric could be extended to include more lifetime wind plant costs (capital and operational) to understand the magnitude of

change an RBLO approach could have on wind plant LCOE. Further discussion of this limitation is included in Section 5.

For a discrete set of wind inflow conditions, the optimization problem is formulated as

minimize �Ptotal or

Cfailure or

COE

w:r:t: xj,yj j¼1,…,Nj

subject to Si,j ≥ αD i, j¼1,…,Nj i≠ j

boundary constraints

ð21Þ

where xj and yj are the turbine coordinates, Nj is the number of turbines in the array, Si, j is the distance between turbine i and j, and α is the mini-

mum spacing parameter that is explored during our studies. Note that reliability here is optimized directly in the objective function and is not a

constraint.

The optimization is solved using a sequential least-squares programming (SLSQP) optimization algorithm,79 which is a constrained, gradient-

based optimization method. Because the turbine layout optimization problem is known to have many local minima, resulting from turbines moving

in and out of wakes, multistarts (multiple randomized initial locations) are used to enhance the algorithm's ability to find a global optimum.18

4 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Although the RBLO framework is capable of accounting for more realistic wind conditions and a greater number of turbines, the focus of this

study is to describe the framework development and demonstrate its behavior. This section, therefore, focuses on exemplifying the behavior of

the RBLO framework, focusing on the influence of wind conditions, objectives, and turbine density on optimal array layouts.

4.1 | Wind conditions

Wind conditions are the fundamental driver for both power production and planet bearing reliability. Reliability and power are sensitive to both

inflow and site-specific wind conditions; thus, understanding how these objectives respond to varying wind conditions will enable better
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understanding of optimal array layouts. Previous studies have shown that drivetrain loads are most affected by hub-height inflow velocity, which

increases mean rotor thrust. Of secondary importance are TI and shear, which change the load sharing between the planets via increased out-of-

plane moments (see Section 2.2). Power is mainly affected by hub-height inflow velocity; thus, this study investigates cases over 36 simulated

inflow conditions across three hub-height inflow velocities, four TIs, and three shear exponent values, detailed in Table 1.

4.1.1 | Hub-height inflow velocity

Of the three inflow parameters, hub-height inflow velocity has the greatest influence on reliability and power. Figure 5 shows how inflow

velocity changes the reliability and power for varying T2 locations, while Figure 6a–d shows rotor torque, rotor speed,and bending moment distri-

butions across waked conditions.

The first notable feature from Figure 5 is how the reliability and power differ between the 8-m/s wind speed case and the 12- or 18-m/s

wind speed cases. In freestream or non-waked conditions (crosswind distance of approximately x < �1.5 D and x > 1.5 D), the 8-m/s wind speed

case has significantly higher reliability and lower power production (≈12.5 years and 2.4E8 kW/h, respectively) compared to the 12- and 18-m/s

wind speed cases. The 12- and 18-m/s wind speed cases have approximately equal reliability and power production in freestream conditions

(≈2.8 years and 7.8E8 kWh/h, respectively) because both are operating at roughly similar rotor speeds and torques. Operating at 8-m/s wind

speed results in lower power production, but also lower rotor speeds and torque. This decreases the wear on the planet bearings, resulting in

increased reliability. The difference in L10 between the below- and at-rated wind speeds results in four times the gearbox replacement costs.

In waked conditions, below- and at- or above-rated wind speed operating conditions are the cause for the differences in reliability and power

production as well. The 8-m/s wind speed cases have the greatest range in reliability (from 8.9 to 19.0 years), with pronounced local optima

depending on whether T2 is fully or partially waked. Comparatively, the 12 and 18-m/s wind speed cases have smaller variations in reliability

(2.0–4.2 years and 2.4–2.8 years, respectively). This indicates that when T2 is fully waked, it experiences decreased inflow velocity, resulting in

reduced rotor speed and rotor torque. This ultimately results in increased reliability and decreased power production. In this simplified wind con-

dition case, a partially waked turbine will have two times the gearbox replacement costs, given model limitations and assumptions. For the 8- and

F IGURE 5 Reliability (A) and power (B) of T2 across velocities and crosswind locations at three downwind distances; TI is 10%, and the shear
exponent is 0.1 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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12-m/s wind speed cases, T2 experiences wind speeds less than the freestream velocity in the wake, so it remains in Region II of the power curve,

where power scales with velocity. For the 18-m/s case, however, T2 remains in Region III of the power curve, even when fully waked. This results

in no significant change in rotor speed, torque, power, or reliability. As downwind distance increases and wake velocity recovers, as shown in

Figure 5, the reliability and power production recover to freestream values, resulting in less variable reliability and power production in waked

conditions.

The other notable feature of Figure 5 is the effect of partial waking on T2 reliability and power production. Whereas reliability is asymmetric

and multimodal with crosswind distances, power production is more symmetric and unimodal. For yaw-aligned turbines, the FAST.Farm wake

model is symmetric in the crosswind direction in the time-averaged or integrated sense, such as our integrated power metric. planet bearing reli-

ability, however, is primarily dictated by inflow velocity (which sets rotor torque and rotor speed); therefore, it is also influenced by non-torque

shaft bending moments caused by partial waking and turbulence. Figure 6a,b shows rotor torque and speed distributions across waked conditions,

and Figure 6c,d shows bending moment distributions across waked conditions. In partially waked conditions (approximately ±0.75 D), rotor torque

and rotor speed are greater than those in fully waked conditions for 8- and 12-m/s wind speed conditions. This is an effect of the turbine operat-

ing in below-rated conditions in the wake. Additionally, the absolute mean shaft bending moments in the z-plane are greater than in fully waked

conditions. This asymmetry stems from a greater net negative bending moment about the z-axis when T2 is partially waked on the right (x < 0 in

Figure 5), resulting from the coincidence of the gravitational induced loads with the clockwise rotation, than the net positive moment when T2 is

partially waked on the left. A similar phenomenon was explained by Stanley et al.48 involving blade loading. Collectively, these increased loads

decrease reliability in partially waked conditions.

4.1.2 | Turbulence

When considering the effect of turbulence on planet bearing reliability and power, results indicate that inflow velocity has a greater effect than

TI. To explore this relationship, we depicted changes in reliability and power production for T2 for combinations of downwind and crosswind dis-

tances across varying TI (5%–20%). Although this analysis was completed across the three simulated wind inflow speeds, Figure 7 shows the

F IGURE 6 Rotor torque, rotor speed, My, and Mz distributions across varying velocities at 3D downstream; TI is 10%, and shear exponent
value is 0.1 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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results for the 18-m/s case, which we included to ensure above-rated wind speeds in waked and non-waked conditions. The shear exponent value

was set to 0.1. Note that these results use constant TI values rather than varying TI with wind speed. Although this assumption supports the goal

of this work to explore wake effects on power production and planet bearing reliability, varying TI with wind speed and using data-driven, joint

distributions for wind conditions should be employed for specific applications of RBLO to real sites.

As shown in Figure 7, reliability decreases with increasing TI, while power production remains unaffected. In the 15% range in TI values

tested, planet bearing life decreases by approximately 1 year in unwaked conditions. For the higher TI cases, the increased mixing leads to faster

wake recovery, such that even at 3-D downstream, only the 5% TI case shows a recognizable wake profile. The differences in reliability between

the varying TI values can be attributed to the turbulence-induced, non-torque bending moments on the shaft and gusts leading to spikes in rotor

speed; however, TI has a much smaller impact on reliability and power than inflow velocity. This could be an artifact of the L10 approximation of

bearing life, which accounts for rolling element fatigue life by specifying the distance or revolutions that 90% of identical bearings, operating

under identical conditions, can travel before fatigue (spalling or flaking) occurs on the rolling elements or raceways. In this study, the torque and

bending moments on the shaft are translated to the planet bearings, and then their forces are combined in Equation (5) before being input into

Equation (8); thus, the L10 life equation accounts for non-torque bending moments as part of the overall applied load regardless of the plane in

which the stress is applied. At the same time, speed is also considered in Equation (8), so that in waked areas where there is higher turbulence and

lower wind speed, the planet bearing completes fewer revolutions and consumes less of its life. A more nuanced discussion about bearing degra-

dation and failure considerations as well as life metrics is included in Section 5.

4.1.3 | Shear

Shear decreases reliability at less magnitude than velocity and minorly impacts power production, as depicted in Figure 8. In unwaked conditions,

the lowest shear case has the greatest reliability (2.75 years), whereas the two higher shear cases have near-equal reliability. Similar to TI, higher

shear increases mixing and wake recovery, and with a TI value of 10%, only the low-shear case at 3-D downstream shows a significant wave

F IGURE 7 Reliability (A) and power (B) of T2 across TI values and crosswind locations at three downwind distances; wind speed is 18 m/s,
and the shear exponent is 0.1 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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profile, with consistent trends as prior results. The differences in reliability across shear values are explained by the changes in rotor torque, rotor

speed, and bending moments, as depicted in Figure 9a–d. Although mean rotor torque and speed, the variables that most affect planet bearing

reliability, are equal across shear cases, the range of rotor torque increases with increasing shear. This could be a result of the higher shear areas

leading to a higher average velocity across the rotor plane. Meanwhile, the distribution for bending moments about the y- and z-axis are near

equal across shear cases, with small variations between them attributed to the randomness of the turbulent features.

4.2 | Array optimization

This section presents the results obtained when the reliability and power surrogates are used within an array optimization. Although mul-

tidirectional cases were tested in the framework development, only unidirectional wind cases were included here to demonstrate the model

behavior and accentuate the differences in optimal layouts based on objectives. In multidirectional cases, and particularly at sites where there is

no predominant wind direction, array layout effects on reliability and power production could be less apparent.

4.2.1 | Objectives

To understand the behavior of the array optimization under different objectives, we conducted an optimization of a two-turbine array for three

objective functions based on (1) reliability, (2) power, and (3) reliability and power objectives, as defined in Sections 3.2 and 3.4. The optimization

problem was limited to a single inflow condition: wind speed of 12 m/s, TI of 10%, shear exponent of 0.1, and a southerly wind direction (coming

from 180� and moving toward 0�). The surrogate models at this inflow condition for reliability and power are shown in Figure 4a,b, respectively.

From these plots and the detailed breakdown by wind condition, we expect optimal placement of T2 for reliability to be fully waked and as close

F IGURE 8 Reliability (A) and power (B) of T2 across shear exponent values and crosswind locations at three downwind distances; wind speed
is 18 m/s, and TI is 10% [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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to T1 as the constraints allow, whereas the optimal placement for power is any location outside of the wake. The two objectives compete, mean-

ing that the conditions that promote power production decrease reliability and vice versa. This is most simply captured by a plot of the surrogate

models for the placement of T2 in Figure 4 at a given wind condition.

The results for the two-turbine, single-inflow condition optimization are shown in Figure 10, with each subfigure depicting a different objec-

tive function. Note that the minimum separation distance between turbines is 3 D and that the array boundaries are constrained laterally to

1 D. Driven by a reliability objective, the layout in Figure 10a shows the optimal placement of T2 directly behind T1 at a downwind distance of

3 D, as expected. Follow-on analysis, not shown here, confirmed that under this reliability objective, T2 follows the minimum spacing constraint,

regardless of its random starting position. The power objective drives T2 placement to maximize downwind and crosswind distance, where the

wake has recovered. When optimizing for both reliability and power, T2 is placed optimally at (+1D, 15D) to maximize both power and reliability

by maximizing downwind distance (for power) and leveraging the asymmetry of the reliability surrogate model to maximize reliability. Figure 10c

certainly resembles Figure 10b more than Figure 10a, suggesting that power is more dominant than reliability. It would certainly be possible to

shift these weightings, if desired, by adjusting the cost sensitivities in the COE metric.

The implications of optimizing for reliability, power, or both is significant, even for a two-turbine array; these are captured in Table 3. The sim-

ilarity in performance across a couple of the objectives and metrics is indicative that in our simplified case, there are multiple solutions that give

optimal results. Nevertheless, optimizing for reliability results in fewer gearbox replacements than if optimizing for power alone (amounting to

$2,163,000 in savings) but also in a 17% reduction in the power produced from the wind array. Optimizing for both power and reliability results in

a compromise, however, resulting in one less gearbox replacement than if optimizing for power alone ($721,000 in savings) and in a 0.4% power

reduction. There are two important notes about these results. First, the cost per failure in this study is conservative; it is based on a lumped sum

for gearbox replacement cost, and it does not include other maintenance methods or consequential or cascading failures from the gearbox failure.

By including only gearbox replacement costs in this way, uncertain or context-dependent costs are not included. For instance, power production

is affected by downtime associated with gearbox failure, but in reality, it is sensitive to changes in spare part, technician, weather window, and

vessel availability, which could further drive costs, especially in offshore plants; therefore, the failure costs estimated must be balanced against

profit from power production, which suggests that a net present value, or similar cash flow roll-up, would also be a good metric to consider for

F IGURE 9 Rotor torque, rotor speed, My, and Mz statistics across varying shear exponent values at 3-D downstream; wind speed is 18 m/s,
and TI is 10% [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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these full-plant system optimizations as an alternative to COE. Second, the number of gearbox failures is higher in these simulations than they are

in real wind power plants. It is true that gearboxes have higher failure rates and premature failures than for which they are designed, with approxi-

mations of <10 for a nominal land-based wind power plant of 80–100 turbines based on discussions with industry operators. The results in

Table 3 are higher because of several reasons. These results are based on a single wind condition, assuming that the two turbines are experiencing

12 m/s, TI of 10%, and shear exponent of 0.1 during their entire lifetimes. From our analyses, below-rated wind speeds result in significant

increases in turbine life, so the aggregate of the wind conditions a turbine would see during its life would be less than the values reported in

Table 3.

F IGURE 10 Optimized two-turbine layouts for reliability (A), power (B), and failure costs and power (C), laterally constrained; the dashed line
is the boundary of the array; the minimum distance is defined as 3 D [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 3 Performance comparison of two-turbine array optimized under different objective functions (numbers in parenthesis are
differences from objective value)

Objective Power (105 TW) Replacements Failure cost (k$) COE

Power 2.427 (�) 13 (+3) 9,373 (+30%) 3,862 (+8%)

Failure cost 2.018 (�17%) 10 (�) 7,210 (�) 3,572 (�0.2%)

COE 2.417 (+0.4%) 12 (+2) 8,652 (+20%) 3,580 (�)
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4.2.2 | Capacity density

Building on the simple two-turbine case, we then explored how increasing the capacity density affected the objective performance. That is, we

wanted to understand how increasing the number of turbines per unit area would impact the globally optimal solutions for the cost, power, and

multiobjective, separately. Although maximizing the number of turbines in a given space is likely to achieve maximum power production, we

wanted to explore the trade-offs with respect to power and reliability of changing the number of turbines in the array alongside optimizing their

layout.

To model increasing capacity density and the impacts on optimal layout for power, reliability, and cost, we maintained a constant boundary

while increasing the number of turbines placed within. Figure 11 shows the percentage of power and failure costs per turbine under the three

optimization objectives as the capacity density increases compared to single-turbine values. The plant size was held constant at 15 D by 15 D,

with a minimum separation distance of 5 D. A single inflow condition was used of 12-m/s freestream velocity at 10% TI and 0.1 shear exponent.

We used a multistart approach with 1,000 randomized initial layouts to find as close to the global optimum as possible. Although the global opti-

mum was still elusive in some cases, the overall trend in Figure 11 provides insight into the impact of capacity density on the maximum or mini-

mum objective evaluation that can be attained.

First, in Figure 11, note that for all three objectives, failure costs per turbine are minimized at nine turbines. Decreasing the capacity density

to less than nine turbines or increasing it to more than nine turbines results in higher failure costs per turbine, indicating more failures per turbine.

Although 16 turbines can technically fit within the given minimum spacing requirement, these results indicate that failure costs can be minimized

by reducing the capacity density. Further underlining the validity in including turbine number as a discrete variable in layout optimization,

Figure 11 shows that, depending on the objective used, there are minimal power production losses per turbine up to nine turbines. Once the

capacity density increases beyond this point, power production per turbine decreases. From a turbine efficiency perspective, decreasing capacity

density can enable each turbine to produce more power and decrease failure costs. Conversely, although increasing capacity density decreases

turbine efficiency, it does increase overall power production of the plant. If incentivized to produce the most power possible in a leased area,

developers might favor high-density arrays. If incentivized to minimize LCOE or minimize capital expenditures while also maximizing power out-

put, however developers might favor balancing both overall array power production and turbine efficiency.

Second, and perhaps more intuitively, note the role of the objective function on power performance and failure costs with varying array den-

sities. When the failure cost objective was used (in blue), failure costs were consistently less than when the power objective (in yellow) or multi-

objective (in green) function were used, achieving 0%–1% reduction over the multiobjective cases and 1%–3% reduction over the power

objective cases. The exception to this statement is when there are two to five turbines in the array, when the multiobjective and failure cost func-

tions are nearly equal. This could indicate that when the capacity density is low, the multiobjective function can optimize the layout to achieve

F IGURE 11 Percentage of single-turbine value for failure cost, power, and multiobjective functions in optimized layout evaluations with
varying numbers of turbines; plant size is 15 D by 15 D, minimum separation distance is 5 D, single-inflow condition, 1,000 randomized
multistarts [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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both high power production and lower failure costs. This is supported by the measure of power produced in Figure 11 (the dashed yellow and

green lines), where there is negligible to (at most) 1% difference in power produced. When the power objective was used (in yellow), power pro-

duction was consistently higher than when the multiobjective (in green) or failure cost objective (in blue) functions were used.

The results in Figure 11 are promising for considering reliability (here, represented by failure costs) in layout optimization alongside plant per-

formance. Design driven solely by reliability leads to reduced failure costs, but it decreases power production. The COE optimization results, how-

ever, reduce failure costs significantly while maintaining the power production of the plant.

5 | FUTURE WORK

The methods presented in this work improve our ability to account for component failure rates and replacement costs alongside power produc-

tion in layout optimization; however, the development and demonstration of these methods also highlight opportunities for future work to

address limitations and assumptions, particularly around (1) component degradation O&M logistics and costs modeling, (2) full-plant wake interac-

tion modeling, (3) surrogate model and algorithm enhancement, and (4) turbine and plant controls integration.

To begin, this study considers one component failure mode (planet bearing fatigue failure) in one turbine design (the NREL 5-MW reference

wind turbine), and it limits the costs and consequences of failure to replacement costs and downtime. The purpose of considering a single-failure

mode was to focus on developing and demonstrating the RBLO method, and we focused on planet bearings because they are historically a prob-

lematic component. We also focused on fatigue failure (through the L10 life metric) because of the available modeling capabilities to account for

fatigue, its strong influence on bearing failure, and the prevalence of L10 in industry applications. Other failure modes for planet bearings exist,

however, and the wind industry is continually evolving its understanding of failure modes and mechanisms for these dynamic mechanical compo-

nents. Axial, or white-etch, cracking, for instance, is one of the most common failure mechanisms for high-speed bearings, and although their

definitive cause is still unknown, lubricant composition has been correlated to the failure mode.80,81 Because of the uncertain, context-dependent,

and variable nature of the underlying mechanism causing this failure mode, it is difficult to predict and account for it in design tools such as RBLO.

Even fatigue failure, as considered in this paper, is surrounded by ongoing debate about the validity of the L10 life metric assumptions.82,83 In

essence, the modes and mechanisms for bearing failures are not completely understood and are difficult to account for in current predictive

models. Further, although bearings (planet, main, yaw, and pitch) can be problematic for operations and are a good component to begin this RBLO

work, there are other components whose reliability is a key driver of project O&M costs. Accounting for only one failure mode in one component

could lead one to make design or layout decisions that reduce the load or mechanism causing one failure mode in a component, while exacerbat-

ing those of a different failure mode or component. One potential route for the future development of reliability-based design tools that could

help address this issue is to expand the framework to accommodate additional failure modes, components, and turbine models and include other

reliability- and array-related costs through a weather-dependent, stochastic O&M simulation tool or a balance-of-station model. A comparison

study using operational plant data to validate RBLO results and compare the plant as built to an RBLO-generated solution could enable us to

ensure that sufficient component and O&M considerations are included when providing industry-relevant results. As mentioned previously, find-

ing a turbine model with sufficient publicly available detail to create a comprehensive model is challenging at best; thus, creating highly custom-

izeable, easy to use, and efficient computational “skeletons” for RBLO or reliability-based design tools for industry use is paramount to any future

iteration of this work.

Second, this study considered only turbines in perfect yaw alignment with the incoming wind, but results clearly showed that partially waked

downstream turbines could suffer significant reliability degradation compared to fully waked or non-waked turbines; therefore, one clear opportu-

nity for enhancement of this study is considering wind power plant controls via wake steering with yaw misalignment in concert with layout opti-

mization. The influence of active wake control on power production and loads has been documented in previous studies.84 Pairing control and

layout optimization have been previously shown to increase power density over layout optimization alone.85 Further studies indicate that damage

equivalent loads,9,86,87 drivetrain low-speed shafts,88 yaw bearings, and towers can be reduced through wake steering to reduce partial waking of

downwind turbines.89,90 Reducing loads through control optimization can occur both at the plant level, with yaw control, and at the turbine-level

using standard pitch control. Rotor thrust load alleviation at rated conditions via peak-shaving techniques is already common practice, but we

observed instances in our results that hinted that there could be additional possibilities for planet bearing loads that merit further study. These

observed instances are further discussed in the appendix. It is possible that pitch control optimization (collective or individual) could compensate

for any reliability degradation induced by partial waking, which would open up greater possibilities in the array layout design space.

Third, as noted in the methods, we account for wakes via turbine pairing (usually nearest neighbor). Any wakes generated by turbines farther

upwind or a wake resulting from the interaction of multiple wakes are not included. This simplification could cause an overestimation in power

produced and reliability, given that increased waking would further increase turbulence and decrease velocity. Take an example in which a row of

three wind turbines are directly downwind of each, spaced equally apart by 3 D. The second turbine in the row would have a predicted power

and reliability based on the wakes of the upwind turbine. Likewise, the third turbine in the row would have a predicted power and reliability based

on the wakes of the second turbine, but not accounting for lower wind speed and higher turbulence at the second turbine. As shown in our
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results, not accounting for decreases in wind speed or increases in turbulence have a noticeable effect on power produced and planet bearing reli-

ability; therefore, correcting this simplification is paramount regarding future work. To more realistically account for wakes, one could add a

dimension to the surrogates for discrete turbine numbers. This would increase the computational expense of the problem, however. Better yet is

to develop the power and reliability surrogate models based on data from flowfield statistics at the rotor plane. This way, the surrogate becomes

agnostic to the number of turbine wakes influencing a given turbine.

Last, note that in this study, we tied together simple methods to build this initial RBLO framework; we used uniform sampling to generate

FAST.Farm simulations, a cubic interpolation method to build the surrogate models, and a gradient-based optimization method to generate opti-

mal layouts. Although these methods served their purpose as the first iteration on the RBLO framework, employing more advanced methods

could improve the robustness of the optimization results. Employing machine learning techniques to build the surrogate via iterative sampling of

locations for FAST.Farm simulations has the potential to reduce the surrogate model error and uncertainty as well as the required number

of FAST.Farm simulations to build the model.91 Also promising is in situ model refinement, wherein additional sampling is defined during the opti-

mization process, leveraging the probabilistic improvement of an evaluation as a measure on whether the surrogate should be further refined.92

An additional opportunity for method improvement exists in the optimization algorithm selection. SLSQP, like most gradient-based methods, is

computationally efficient yet sensitive to local optima; thus, in this study, a set of optimal layouts was generated for each test case, among which

the most optimal were presented. Given that the surrogate models often contained “ridgelines” or other local minima that barred the algorithm

from finding the global minimum, this framework could benefit from a more robust, stochastic optimization method such as a metaheuristic

method that introduces mechanisms such as “mutation” in genetic algorithms or “popping” in extended pattern search algorithms. Instead of rely-

ing on a set of randomly generated initial layout seeds to search the solution space, instituting a stochastic or an enhanced gradient-based optimi-

zation method would enable the optimizer to more frequently find globally optimal layouts.

6 | CONCLUSIONS

Developing methods to efficiently and explicitly consider the impact of wind power plant layout on not only component loads and power produc-

tion but also component failure rates and replacement costs enables us to perform RBLO of wind power plants and improve the overall COE. To

achieve this, we developed a set of surrogate models from aeroelastic simulations to estimate power production and bearing lifetime over a

defined set of wind conditions, and then we used these models to optimize plant layout for a multiobjective, COE-like metric, balancing reliability,

and power production. We focused on one turbine component, gearbox planet bearings, which have high failure rates and thus constitute a signif-

icant source of O&M costs, particularly in offshore wind power plants. Results indicate that reliability and power production can be competing

objectives, depending on the waked conditions, and result in different optimal layouts. Further, for the two-turbine, unidirectional wind cases we

analyzed, results indicate that including both reliability and power production in a multiobjective function results in reduced failure costs at little

to no loss in power production. We also demonstrated the influence of capacity density on these two objectives, showing that failure costs per

turbine—not just power production per turbine—are influenced by suboptimal placement as a result of turbine crowding. Although we detailed

the limitations, assumptions, and future opportunities for advancement, the ability to explicitly incorporate component failure via failure costs in

wind power plant design holds promise as a means to reduce OPEX and LCOE, particularly for offshore wind power plants in which OPEX contrib-

utes to plant lifetime costs. By incorporating reliability as an array layout objective, we consider operational aspects in the early phases of plant

design, ultimately leading to increased profitability and more efficient operations.
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APPENDIX A

In almost all cases evaluated in this study, planet bearing reliability and power behaved oppositely; however, we noticed that when looking at dif-

ferent shear exponents at rated conditions (12 m/s), higher reliability and higher power occurred together, especially in the wake, as shown in

Figure A1a,b. Digging further into the results in Figure A1c,d, rotor torque and rotor speed scale with the shear value, consistent with slightly

higher velocity over the rotor disk and higher power. This evidence suggests reliability trends that are consistent with those shown in Figure 8,

but instead, the opposite is observed. One possible explanation is that blade pitch angle in these simulations also reaches higher settings at higher

shear values, but the controller was treated as a black box in this study, so more investigation is required to fully understand all the

dynamics here.
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F IGURE A1 Reliability and power of T2 across crosswind distances for three shear exponent values, 12-m/s wind speed, and TI of 10%
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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